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 Our offer is adapted to 100% to businesses. We focus the content on practical and everyday life. Employees 

also find support for their professional communication in French, whether formal or informal. The learner remains 

effective at work while he learns the language. All our offers are available for businesses and we create groups on 

request. Contact us to receive a quote.

 We offer French courses to expatriates in French-language environment. They are addressed to businesses as 

well as individuals. The method is active: you learn by talking. Our programs and courses are adapted to your strengths, 

your way of learning, your skills assessed during a 45 min trial. Depending on your goals, your needs, time to dedicate 

to French, we create a tailor-made program from one of our offers. Contact us by email to discuss and get a free trial.

A0 - A1

A1 - A2

A2 - B1

B1 - B2

B2 - C1

C1 - C2
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You know sentences learned by heart and understand short messages in a known context. We 

help you expand the first circle of daily communication and useful vocabulary to your daily lives.

Let’s expend your possible.

Great beginner! It's the beginning of the adventure. Above all, welcome! Now you have to learn 

the rudiments of French and communicate from simple sentences. Let's start with phonetics and 

build your daily together.

You already understand more and better. And you participate in small conversations. It is now a 

question of giving your opinion and progressively preparing to the professional context. We are 

preparing to talk about society.

You understand 70 to 80% of conversations and you can talk about topics that touch you 

directly. We help you express in a fluid way and talk about a larger number of topics. You can 

already practice certain jobs.

You are bilingual in your understanding and you expressed yourself well, but there are still 

unknown fields and you must be more accurate to make you understand. We guide you to 

clearly express your thoughts.

French is your working language and everyday expression, you express yourself very well. You 

can still deepen your knowledge because we never stop learning. Visit the depths and discover 

together all the subtleties of the French language.
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 Here are our courses packs from 10 or 20 hours. They are all modulable. Take note of our existing packs, 

choose the one you like and meet at a trial to define the specific program according to your concrete needs. We can 

also make one from scratch!
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Pronounce the sounds,

learn politeness,

ask the way,

order and do

simple sentences.

It's time to make a 

linguistic point based 

only on grammar.

Continue your learning 

with targeted conversa-

tions on selected topics.

We put at your disposal 

everything you need to 

do your job in French.

We handle you to 

prepare your hiring 

interviews with com 

and role playing 

techniques.

It's time to catch up 

with all that's lacking 

with grammar, commu-

nication and vocabulary 

revisions.

Prepare a stay in Paris 

speaking French. Single 

sentences or visit of the 

most beautiful museums.

Everything is there !

Paris to us 2!

from A1 to C2 

from A2 to B2 from A2 to C2 

from  A1 to B2 from  A1 to B2 

from  A1 to B1 from B1 to B2 

from B1 to C2 from A1 to C2 

from A1 to B2 

ExamInterviewWork

Conversation Catch Up!Grammar

ABC

A1

Pediatrician, crib, 

school, activities, 

infant vocabulary, 

we bring everything 

for your happy life.

A child changes life; In 

foreign country, it's an 

adventure. The 

language must not be 

an obstacle to this 

precious moment.

We are preparing for 

you

FIDE for the

renewal of

residence permit

Swiss.

We prepare you for the 

exam and you accom-

pany in your naturaliza-

tion procedure, with our 

Swiss special file.

We have a 

tailor-made program 

to prepare children 

with the exam 

necessary for 

naturalisation.

Pregnancy

DELF B1 JUNIOR Naturalisation

Young parents

We are preparing for all 

language recognition 

exams for work like 

everyday life.DELF, Telc, etc.

FIDE

from A2 to C2 



Vocabulary

adapted thematic,

and tasting at

program with a

specialist of wine.

Vocabulary

suitable theme

and guided tour of

Lausanne and the 

region.

Vocabulary

adapted, and

workshop with a

chef.

French cooking

from A2 to C2 from A2 to C2

Wine

from A1 to C2

Lausanne
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 Here are our flexible special packs of 10 or 20 hours. These are group packs: learn the French language via a 

specific theme like wine, culture or cooking, and enjoy a tasty moment with a tasting, an informative visit or the 

development of small dishes. An overview of the know-how and good dear!
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 Our «à la carte» lessons allows you to flexibility in 

form and content. It is perfect for people who occupy 

high-responsibilities and for language connoisseurs. And 

yet, it is suitable for all all those who prefer a course decided 

at the last minute to a regular commitment, and who want 

to receive a tailor-made education corresponding to their 

desires of the moment. Send us an email if you are 

interested. You book the online course indicating your 

wishes and we do the rest!
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 It's free and simply register via our website to 

receive the bilingual sheet that deals with tips and tricks to 

learn, idiomatic expressions, etymology of French or anec-

dotes on the history of the French language! The words 

«saveur» - "flavor"- and «savoir» - "knowledge"-  have the 

same Latin origin. We chose this title because learning and 

knowing, it is above all to have good taste.
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